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	Title: What to Do with That Problem Area? Try, Try Again 
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: It seems there is always one or two spots in a garden that are constantly needing attention or not quite performing as originally planned. In my own yard there is a corner that I still haven't quite mastered with the right design, plants or focal point to satisfy me, but I'll keep working at it. After all that is why gardening is one of my hobbies. But some of us need ideas from others. What follows is a story from a master gardener and her solution to "that problem area".My husband and I have struggled with one spot in our yard for many years. Wouldn't you know, it's the area most visible to neighbors, since it separates our home from the street! When it was mostly lawn we couldn't keep it green and healthy. If we watered too much we had brown spots from fungus, if not enough, it had brown spots from being dry. Not to mention that spurge, clover, crabgrass and bermudagrass kept invading. What we did: So, a few years ago we took the lawn out, built a stucco wall to coordinate with our Mediterranean style house, and tried to go native. We planted native grasses and a wide variety of drought tolerant perennials. We added a reflecting pool, stepping stones, and seating areas. It looked great for about a year, and then those indestructible plants grew at warp speed and completely overpowered the yard. The dainty rosemary and gaura plants, which were so appealing when small, started to require constant grooming. Mexican primrose was escaping its boundaries and invading everywhere. Of course, I didn't help the situation by continually purchasing new plants from nurseries. I just couldn't seem to stop myself. There were so many unusual specimens beckoning me to take them home and find a spot for them, which I did! Needless to say, I let our "low-maintenance" yard get out of control. It was my fault, I overplanted!What to do? OK, this year I'm taking charge! Friends and relatives are getting the surplus plants as I thin out everything and finally eradicate that Mexican primrose. I have one rosemary plant in front and one out back and that's the limit for that herb. The last gaura plant will be able to spread its wings on my son's two acres. 
	Page 2: This one area in the front of our house, that should look the best, is the toughest to conquer. It is a strip between the wall and the front sidewalk sixty feet long by eight feet wide and receives full sun all day long. Everyone knows only tough plants can survive in full sun after 1:00 pm in this valley. We've removed all the rosemary that completely hid the wall and left some of Ralph Moore's miniature roses, some small native grasses and a few perennials. A crape myrtle tree at each end of the strip anchors these plantings. It looks pleasant, colorful, under control, and should be truly low maintenance now that I've laid a thick layer of attractive mulch. What came next? But, I still wasn't satisfied with the outcome, so I made it more interesting by planting bunches of bulbs. Beginning in January and continuing through the summer almost 400 bulbs should burst forth and bloom in that 8 x 60 foot bed. In the front of the bed crocus, anemone, scilla, glory-of-the-snow, and puschkinia will bloom from January through April. In the middle of the bed hyacinths and ranunculus will bloom from mid to late spring. At the back of the bed tulips and dwarf iris will bloom from mid to late spring and Asiatic lilies should bloom from June through August. That is the plan anyway and I am keeping my fingers crossed! It's your turn: You've probably noticed by now that I like to garden in a big way. And that I don't mind trying different ideas until I get the result I am looking for. You don't have to make the same mistakes I did, but don't be afraid to make some gardening mistakes of your own. If you've got a problem area consider perennials interspersed with flowering bulbs to achieve the interest and impact you're looking for. Fall is around the corner and around here it is the best planting time of the year. So make a plan for your problem spot and have a go at it. 
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